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Abstract—This paper proposes a new power allocation scheme
to jointly optimize energy efficiency (EE) and spectral efficiency
(SE) of a point-to-point communication system in which the trans-
mitter is equipped with fixed as well as energy harvesting batteries.
Time switching protocol is used such that in each time frame
the node either harvests energy or transmits information. Firstly,
a multi-objective optimization problem which jointly optimizes
EE and SE is formulated. An importance weight parameter is
introduced to control the priority level between EE and SE.
Secondly, the multi-objective problem is transformed into a single-
objective optimization problem by using importance weight, and
then solved through fractional programming. Using the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the optimum power allocation scheme
without input power constraint is developed. The ensuing solution
is then generalized for system operation with average input
power constraint. Closed-form expressions are derived and tested
through simulations. Numerical results results are provided, and
show the impact of the harvested power in improving the overall
rate of the system. Also investigation is done to analyze the effect
of system parameters on the achievable trade-off performance of
the energy-harvesting based system.
Index Terms—Energy harvesting, energy efficiency, spectral
efficiency, multi-objective optimization, power allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fast growing demand for higher data rates requires
more energy consumption, which translates into infrastructures
with higher energy costs and higher impact on air pollution.
In addition, there is a huge gap between the technological
advancements for satisfying the increasing rate demands and
those for battery life improvements. Energy harvesting (EH)
techniques promise environmental friendly solutions to the
increasing demand for energy [1]. In fact, harvesting energy
through multiple resources gained significant attention in recent
times, where practical devices, e.g., Power-cast power-harvester
devices, convert the radio waves into direct-current (DC) power
in order to increase the life-cycle of devices with low-power
consumption [2].
Energy efficiency (EE), defined as the bit per hertz per unit
of energy consumption, and spectral efficiency (SE) which is
one of the key performance indicators of the Third Gener-
ation Partnership Project (3GPP) evolution , are two major
performance metrics in wireless communication systems that
are hard to balance [3]. Many of the traditional approaches
aiming at improving one of these metrics result in significant
deterioration of the other. In fact, since EE and SE do not
always coincide and rather conflict most of the times, balancing
the achievable EE-SE is critical [4], [5]. Hence, research
interests have been shifted towards studying EH technologies
which promise to provide a reliable approach to improve EE
while maintaining SE [6].
In the past few years, there has been a significant shift
in research on EH communications with focus on developing
EH protocols that improve the rate and EE of communication
systems [7]. In this regard, the maximum achievable energy
and spectral efficiencies in downlink orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) networks are investigated
in [8]. Generally, most wireless communication systems require
more than one quality-of-service (QoS) requirement to be
maintained [9]. Solution to such optimization problems, which
involve more than one QoS requirement, can be obtained by
solving a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) [10].
In [11], the EE-SE maximization problem of a wireless EH-
based cooperative communication system with best relay selec-
tion scheme was modeled into a MOP, and then transformed
into a single-objective optimization problem (SOP) by using
a weighted sum method. Knowing the imperfect channel esti-
mation, the inverse of EE and SE are combined in a weighted
optimization problem, as discussed in [12]. A MOP approach
to maximize the throughput of a cognitive radio network with
multiple secondary users using interference efficiency with
ergodic sum-rate of the cognitive users is described in [13].
Optimizing the SE-EE tradeoff with green energy evaluation
framework for wireless backhaul heterogeneous networks by
jointing the load balancing and interference management is
studied in [14]. Energy-spectral efficiency tradeoff in simul-
taneous wireless information and power transfer system is
presented in [15].
Despite the major benefits that EH technology can have on
the life and the performance of battery-limited communication
devices, the majority of the research works in the literature
is focused on transmitting devices relying only on energy
harvested from external sources, with no consideration of
energy from fixed batteries [16]. Generally, it is inevitable
that some sort of limited fixed battery is implemented within
the nodes of the communication system [17]. However, to
the authors’ best knowledge, there has been no work in the
literature which deals with EH-MOP in a system with fixed
as well as harvesting batteries. Detailed research is required to
analyze how to balance EE and SE with EH battery.
In this paper, we investigate and discuss the impact of EH
on balancing the achievable EE and SE so as to improve the
overall system performance of point-to-point communication.
The contributions of the paper are listed below.
• We formulate the achievable EE and SE when the trans-
mitter has an EH battery in addition to the limited fixed
battery. The purpose is to obtain an optimal transmit
power allocation strategy to jointly maximize these two
contrasting metrics.
• A MOP is formulated with the aim to jointly optimize EE
and SE. The priority level of EE and SE can be varied
by introducing an importance weight factor. The MOP is
further converted into a SOP by using importance weight,
and then solved using fractional programming.
• We provide closed-form expressions for the solution of the
formulated SOP. The impact of the EH time-switching pa-
rameter, importance weight, circuit powers and harvested
energy level on the achievable trade-off performance is
investigated and also analyzed through Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations. Guidelines on how to choose the time-switching
parameter and importance weight to benefit either EE or
SE are also provided.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider point-to-point communication over wireless
fading channel. The channel follows a block fading model, i.e.,
channel gain is invariant during each fading block, but varies
independently from one block to another. The length of each
fading block is denoted by Tblock. The symbol duration is given
by Ts = 1/B, where B is the system bandwidth. Furthermore,
the noise is considered as additive white Gaussian noise. The
channel state information (CSI) is estimated at the receiver,
and is assumed to be fed back to the transmitter through an
error-free feedback channel.
In this system, the transmitter is equipped with a fixed battery
as well as an EH battery. The harvest-use approach is used,
in which the harvested energy cannot be stored and should
be used as soon as it becomes available [18]. The proposed
model can replenish energy from different sources. Here, the
harvesting relies on solar energy. The device either harvests
energy or transmits data. Therefore, the time-switching (TS)
approach is used at the transmitter, so that the EH takes place
during a fraction (τ) of the time frame, and the information
communication occupies the remaining (1− τ) fraction of the
time frame.
A. Spectral Efficiency
The SE of the system, in b/s/Hz [7], is given by














where Pt(γ) is the instantaneous transmission power from the
fixed battery expressed as a function of the channel power gain
γ1, eh is the power from the harvesting battery,2 Eγ [.] is the
expectation operator over the channel power gain γ, and ML =
PLNoB, where PL denotes the path-loss and No indicates the
noise power density3. Assuming unit variance Rayleigh fading,
the probability density function of γ is fγ(γ) = e−γ .
B. Energy Efficiency
We formulate the EE as the ratio of the information rate to
the sum of the transmission power and the total circuit power.
The sum power is given by








where Pc is the information processing circuit power [18],
0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 is the power amplifier efficiency, and Pce is the
circuit power during the harvesting time τTs. Therefore, the

















III. OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION
We first formulate the EE-SE trade-off as a MOP with






subject to: Eγ [Pr(γ)] ≤ Pmax
ML
, (5)
where Pmax is the average transmission power limit from the
fixed battery.
Now, we introduce scaled notation for achievable EE as





















Ratios of signal-to-noise, circuit-to-noise, harvest-to-noise
power, and circuit-to-noise during harvesting are represented
by Pr(γ) = Pt(γ)/ML, Pcr = Pc/ML, ehr = eh/ML, and
Pcre = Pce/ML, respectively. Instead of joint maximization of
1Pt(γ) is chosen such that it ensures the capacity at a given value of γ.
2The total harvested power is
ehτTs
(1− τ)Ts
, where Ts cancels out in (1).
3We note that effect of path- loss is included in ML.
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EEr and SE, here, we minimize the inverse of the objective










subject to: Eγ [Pr(γ)] ≤ Pmax
ML
. (8)
In order to solve the MOP in (7) and achieve pareto optimality
of the solution, the MOP is converted into a SOP using a
weighted sum method4 [19]. The objective function in (7) can









subject to: Eγ [Pr(γ)] ≤ Pmax
ML
, (10)
where ∆ ∈ [0, 1] is a weight factor that sets the priority of the
two objective functions pertaining to EEr and SE. The trade-off
problem reduces to a SE-maximization problem when ∆ = 0,
and to an EE-maximization when ∆ = 1. Here, varying ∆ will
decide the importance of EEr as ∆ changes between 0 to 1.
















subject to: Eγ [Pr(γ)] ≤ Pmax
ML
. (12)
The formulation in (11) can be rewritten in a maximization
form by inverting the objective function, and then replacing SE



























subject to: Eγ [Pr(γ)] ≤ Pmax
ML
. (14)
A. Optimal Power Allocation with No Input Power Constraint
In this section, the unconstrained SOP is discussed to pave
the way for the optimal power allocation strategy of the power-
constrained SOP. Hence, the unconstrained SOP is first solved
for the optimum power allocation scheme with no input average
power constraint. It is noted that the maximization problem
in (13) involves maximization of a ratio of two functions of
Pr(γ), and is not concave [20], [18]. However, the numerator
of (13) is concave in the power, and the denominator is affine.
4Due to this scaling factor, EEr and SE are within same range. In order
to make this summation meaningful, we assume that EEr is normalized by 1
bits/J/Hz and SE is normalized by 1 bits/s/Hz. However we do not include
these normalization in equations for the sake of simplicity.
Hence, the EE-maximization function is strictly quasi-concave
in Pr(γ), with a unique global maximum. In order to solve the
quasi-concave optimization problem in (13)-(14), we use the
fractional programming method [21].
Using the variable transformation with in-
verse power dissipation parameter for φ =
∆
(







































Pr(γ) ≥ 0. (17)
The objective function in (15) is continuously differen-
tiable, concave in Pr(γ), and the equality constraint is affine.
Therefore, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are both
sufficient and necessary for optimality of the solution [21]. Let
λˆ be the Lagrangian multiplier, then the Lagrangian function
































From (18), due to the complementary slackness, we have µˆ = 0
when the strict inequality Pr(γ) > 0 holds. For optimal power



















where [x]+ = max(0, x).
We note that the power allocation (21) is a scaled and shifted
version of traditional water-filling power allocation. This is due
to the presence of the additional harvested power term,
ehrτ
1− τ ,
and the time-switching parameter τ . The expectation in (18)
3
can be solved to find a closed-form expression for the optimal
power strategy. We insert (21) into (20) and solve the closed-


















(1− τ) + βˆτehr
)
− βˆ(1− τ)(1−∆)
∆((1− τ) + βˆτehr)
− (1− τ)
2Pcrβˆ





(1− τ) + βˆτehr
) = 0, (22)
where βˆ =
∆λˆ(1− τ)
ε(1− τ)− τ∆ehr λˆ






cates the exponential integral [21]. Given that we provide the
closed-form expressions, the optimization and computational
complexity is very low.
B. Optimal Power Allocation with Input Power Constraint
Let us assume βˆ∗ is the optimal βˆ that solves (22). The
average input power at this point, P u, can be found as
P u = Eγ [Pt(γ)]
∣∣∣∣
βˆ=βˆ∗
from (21). Using P u, one can show that
the unconstrained EE-maximization problem can be simplified
into a SE-maximization problem, subject to an input power
constraint with the constraint power level set to P u. Hence,
the optimization problem in (13)-(14) gets simplified into a
SE-maximization problem with average input power constraint










In this section, simulation results are used to investigate the
impact of the time-switching parameter τ , the harvested power
ehr , and the importance weight ∆, on the achievable energy
and spectral efficiency of the communication system. In all the
provided plots, we assume that the power of the fixed battery at
the transmitting device is represented by P . Unless otherwise
stated, ε is set to 0.2 and τ = 0.5 seeing similar parameters as
in [18].
In Figure 1, we plot EEr versus the harvested power to the
noise ratio (ehr), when Pcr = 0dB, Pcre = 0dB and τ = 0.5,
given various values of the importance weight ∆. This figure is
obtained from the theoretical result presented in (22). At lower
values of ∆, higher EEr can be achieved. In addition, higher
EEr can be achieved at higher values of ehr , which shows that
when the EH power is stronger, the system can harvest more
energy during harvesting time, and in turn, achieves higher EEr.
Similarly, Figure 2 shows the plots of SE versus ehr for
various values of the importance weight ∆, with Pcr = 0dB,
Pcre = 0dB, and τ = 0.5. It is seen from the figure that
SE monotonically increases with ehr for lower values of the
importance weight. When the importance weight is lower, i.e.,



























Figure 1. Energy efficiency versus the harvested power ehr , for various values
of the importance weight ∆, when τ = 0.5, Pcr = 0dB and Pcre = 0dB.


























Figure 2. Spectral efficiency versus ehr for various values of ∆, when τ = 0.5,
Pcr = 0dB and Pcre = 0dB.
∆ = 0.2, SE increases slowly at lower values of the harvested
power until it reaches ehr = 2dB. After that, a higher peak
can be seen, which means that SE-maximization is dominant
and confirms the significance of the importance weight in the
trade-off given in (9).
Figure 3 shows SE versus ehr , when ∆ = 0.4, τ = 0.5,
Pcr = 0dB and Pcre = 0dB. Different values of λˆ and βˆ are
considered. The figure depicts a monotonic increase in SE with
respect to the harvested power. Also, the Lagrangian multiplier,
λˆ, decreases with increasing ehr , which can be confirmed
from (21). βˆ, on the other hand, shows a very interesting
behaviour: initially it increases to maximum value until a break-
point, i.e., after which it decreases.
Figure 4 shows SE versus τ for different values of ∆, when
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Figure 3. Spectral efficiency versus the harvested power ehr , when τ = 0.5,
∆ = 0.4, Pcr = 0dB and Pcre = 0dB for different values of λˆ and βˆ.

























Figure 4. Spectral efficiency versus the time-switching parameter τ for
different values of ∆, with ehr = 0.5dB, Pcr = 0dB and Pcre = 0dB.
ehr = 0.5dB, Pcr = 0dB and Pcre = 0dB. It is noted that at
τ = 0 and lower values of the importance weight ∆, maximum
SE can be achieved. Spectral efficiency is always monotonically
decreasing with respect to all the values of ∆. This confirms
the behaviour of optimum power allocation scheme presented
in (21). In the current setting, SE is monotonically decreasing
with τ as well, which shows that less time should be spent for
harvesting energy. This happens since ehr is much smaller than
the input power from the fixed battery.
Figure 5 shows EEr versus the time-switching parameter τ
for various values of Pcr and Pcre, with ∆ = 0.7 and ehr = 1dB.
It is noted that when Pcr = 0dB and Pcre = 0dB, maximum
EEr is achieved at τ ≈ 0.7. After reaching its peak value,
EEr decreases with the time-switching parameter. Also, when
Pcr > Pcre, EEr increases continuously due to the fact that
the allocation strategy for EE-maximization has consumed the







































Figure 5. Energy efficiency versus the time-switching parameter τ for different
values of Pcr and Pcre, with ∆ = 0.7 and ehr = 1dB.
whole input power.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an optimal power allocation scheme for the
joint optimization of the energy efficiency (EE) and spec-
tral efficiency (SE) of a point-to-point communication system
equipped with fixed as well as energy harvesting batteries was
obtained. In the considered system, the transmitter switches
between harvesting energy and transmitting information ac-
cording to a time-switching approach. A multi-objective op-
timization problem (MOP) to jointly optimize EE and SE was
formulated, and an importance weight factor was introduced to
convert the MOP into a single-objective optimization problem.
The weight factor sets the priority level of EE versus SE. By us-
ing fractional programming and KKT conditions, the optimum
power allocation scheme was first calculated when no input
power constraint exists. The solution was then generalized for
a system with input power constraint. Closed-form expressions
for the power allocation scheme were derived. Monte-Carlo
simulations were done to see the effect of the harvested power
in improving the overall rate of the system. Numerical results
were presented to analyze the impact of the importance weight
with a system equipped with solar energy harvesting (EH)
on the achievable trade-off performance. The system model
proposed here can be used as a benchmark for more complex
EH-MOP systems which deal with power allocation schemes
for the joint optimization of EE and SE.
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